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President Receives Award Calls For State Support

Reception Planned For Justice Arthur Goldberg

A reception honoring The Hon. Arthur J. Goldberg will be held on Wednesday, Sept. 18, from 4 to 6 p.m. at Nova Law Center with presentations by three of the six other member institutions to discuss mutual projects for the coming year. At the luncheon following the meeting, each president will be presented with a "Special Membership Plaque." The seven members of the consortium are: Nova University, Broward Community College, Florida International University, Florida Atlantic University, Miami Dade Community College, Boccasie College, and the University of Miami.

Fischler will meet with the presidents of the six other member institutions to discuss joint projects for the coming year. Among the initiatives being discussed are continuing seminars for faculty, ongoing projects in student affairs, and the potential for a consortium of educational research centers.

In 1970, the University had only two campuses—one in Fort Lauderdale and one in Miami. Today, it has three campuses in Broward County and one in Palm Beach County. The university has grown from a small technical school to a full-service institution offering a wide range of programs. Nova University, Broward County's only comprehensive institution of higher education, has been, as it will continue to be, responsive to the community's changing needs. The faculty and staff are dedicated to providing comprehensive, public and independent higher education programs and services for the people of the county.

Scholarship Established For Handicapped Law Student

Nova University has joined the Southeast Florida Educational Consortium, an organization comprising seven private and independent institutions of higher education in Dade, Broward and Palm Beach Counties whose purpose is to explore ways to provide comprehensive, supplementary and cost-effective higher education programs and services for the people of South Florida.

Nova University has also joined two educational consortia to further expand and enhance its educational offerings. Dr. Fischler pointed out. One is the South Florida Consortium which includes, along with Nova, Miami Dade Community College, Broward Community College, and Florida International University. The other is the Consortium for Quality in Non-Traditional Education sponsored by the University of Chicago and comprises 14 other major universities from across the United States.

Fischler emphasized that the award "really belongs to the Directors, faculty and staff who served the universities tirelessly and well during the difficult period of its growth" summarized the dramatic changes that have taken place during his relatively brief tenure as president. In 1970, the University had only five graduates and three programs. In 1980, the University had 3,000 graduates and 109 programs. Today, the University has 20,000 students and 21 campuses.

Nova University, which was founded in 1970, is the only comprehensive educational center in the country and is nationally and internationally recognized for its innovative programs. The University has received numerous awards and recognitions, including the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities Award, the University of Chicago Award and the 1984/1985 President's Award for Excellence in Higher Education.

"We are proud to be part of this consortium," said Fischler. "With the continued support of the community, it is striving to serve, it will continue to fulfill its mission to bring the highest quality education to all the people of the community."
Seated left to right: Dorothy Schure, Dr. Alexander Schure. Standing left to right: Dr. Abraham Fischler and Dr. John M. Clarke.

The Summer Workshop of the National DPA Program was attended by 62 candidates representing 10 clusters from throughout the United States.

In addition to the regular sessions, the Center for the Study of Administration initiated a new sequence in "System Dynamic.

The following participants have successfully completed their oral examinations.

Dr. Richard A. Berendt, Director of Guidance, Rensselaer Junior and Senior High School, New York
Dr. Catherine S. Eastwood, Nursing Director, Marion County Health Dept., Florida
Dr. August V. Ellis, Director, Office of Budget and Evaluation, Pinellas County Florida
Dr. Paul M. Comeau, Coordinator on Special Assignments, North Central District, Dale Board of Public Instruction

Richard R. Busulwala, Director of Guidance, Rensselaer Junior and Senior High School, New York

The Project Director, William Fischler, will attend the project to impact upon the Health and Rehabilitation Services System with the "Nova philosophy.

On July 1, 1980, the Foster Parent Project was awarded a substantial Title XX Grant to deliver a comprehensive training and case management program throughout the state. The program will have a significant impact on the delivery of child welfare services. Although the focus will be on training HRS staff in the implementation and evaluation of foster parents, the project will also provide training to foster parents and other related areas. In addition to the current staff, the project has hired seven new instructors to meet these objectives.

Project staff have been retained in the Orlando area to continue delivery of a unique model of training. This variation consists of direct training of foster parents by Nova instructors. A district conference, involving HRS staff, foster parents, and community people will be held in Orlando on October 4, 1980. It will be cosponsored by the Foster Parent Project and Valencia Community College.

Days College Division

Applicants are now being accepted for Nova University's new undergraduate full-time Day Division, which begins September 8.

High school students 16 years old or over who have completed all their high school requirements (except Senior English) may be eligible for Early Admission or for Nova's Accelerated Program. For further information, call Dr. James Smith at 305/475-7359.

Family Center Groundbreaking Set

Groundbreaking ceremonies for the new Family Center building will be held Sunday, Sept. 14, at 2 p.m. on the main campus.

The building will house Nova's Family Center directed by Dr. Marilyn Segal, which will offer a full range of services for children of all ages. The Center for the Advancement of Education will occupy the building's second floor, which is due for completion in February, 1981.

The groundbreaking ceremony is part of an Open House to be held from 1-4 p.m. that day in the Rosenthal Building. The public is invited to visit the Family Center's existing facilities, view the two and other materials designed by Dr. Segal. Learn about the new services now being offered, and participate in refreshments with the staff.

For further information, call Dr. Segal at 475-7676.

Schorn To Head UNESCO Project In Southern Africa

Dr. Frank Schorn, Director of Faculty at Nova's Center for the Advancement of Education, is taking a one-year leave of absence to become Chief Technical Specialist in Teacher Education in the kingdom of Lesotho in southern Africa, through a program sponsored by UNESCO.

Dr. Schorn will be responsible for setting up a degree-oriented teacher training program at the National University of Lesotho, which is located in the capital of Maseru.

"The various models of delivering teacher education programs that have been developed in CLE could be extremely useful in this new setting," says Dr. Schorn. "Nova's programs designed for working professionals -- our practice concepts, our field-based programs that can be delivered over sites throughout the country -- all of these can be implemented in Lesotho to help improve the quality of education there in a very direct way."

Specifically, Dr. Schorn's duties will include training intern supervisors, setting up in-service and pre-service programs for teachers and humanities in primary and secondary schools, establishing micro-teaching laboratories with the acquisition of video equipment and multimedia resources.

His job does not entail his leaving from scratch, as it were, but rather building on, and further improving on, an educational system already available. Besides that, Dr. Schorn notes that many other developing Third World countries, will consider employing an expert in training and development, which he will be.

"Lesotho has a literacy rate of 80 percent thanks to the excellent work that's been done by missionary schools," he explains. "The UNDP (United Nations Development Program) is only through the sixth-grade level. The government of Lesotho and the United Nations are working through this method that attacks the symptoms rather than the causes.

During his stay in Lesotho, Dr. Schorn would welcome news and letters from members of the Nova community. His address is: UNDP, P.O. Box 301, Maseru, Lesotho, southern Africa.

CLE Seminar Draws International Attendees

A group of some 30 lawyers and family coordinators from across the country and abroad gathered at Nova Law School a few weeks ago for a Family Mediation Seminar sponsored by the Law Center's Continuing Legal Education Division. The Director of CLE is Roland Graf.

Family mediation is a relatively new and increasingly popular process of working out the problems of divorce with the help of an impartial third party.

Foster Parent Project

As a result of the effective statewide pilot program delivered by the Foster Parent Project during the past year, the State of Florida has again contracted with the project to impact upon the Health and Rehabilitation Services System with the "Nova philosophy.

Dr. Schorn's duties will include training intern supervisors, setting up in-service and pre-service programs for teachers and humanities in primary and secondary schools, establishing micro-teaching laboratories with the acquisition of video equipment and multimedia resources.

His job does not entail his leaving from scratch, as it were, but rather building on, and further improving on, an educational system already available. Besides that, Dr. Schorn notes that many other developing Third World countries, will consider employing an expert in training and development, which he will be.

"Lesotho has a literacy rate of 80 percent thanks to the excellent work that's been done by missionary schools," he explains. "The UNDP (United Nations Development Program) is only through the sixth-grade level. The government of Lesotho and the United Nations are working through this method that attacks the symptoms rather than the causes.

During his stay in Lesotho, Dr. Schorn would welcome news and letters from members of the Nova community. His address is: UNDP, P.O. Box 301, Maseru, Lesotho, southern Africa.

Computer Technology Supports Swim Competition

Modern computer technology was used to support the 1980 U.S. Junior Olympic National Swimming Championships at Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in August 21-23, according to Dr. George E. Linnick, Jr., of Nova University's Computing Center. This is in keeping with the University's policy to cooperate with significant community endeavors, says Linnick. "Our Digital Equipment Corporation 20/20 Computer is one of the latest-computer systems to receive the approval of the big satellite project that will be used to broadcast the event with the main computer at Nova's campus, accurate and rapid calculations can be expected."

Bob Glabous of Boston, Massachusetts, says that everyone benefits. Coach turned computer programmer, he was inspired to develop the program used for this meet back in 1974 at Brown University.

Use of a more primitive method at another prestigious (diving) meet hosted recently by the International Swimming Hall of Fame was quickly surpassed by the more computerized version. Without use of a computer, it is difficult, if not impossible, to get the correct information in a timely manner. A simple clerical error, overturning the judging.
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Today, Nova University is a comprehensive educational institution that provides programs and services that directly help the local business community...

It has become one of Broward County's largest employers...

Its annual budget exceeds $17 million most of which is spent in Broward, Dade and Palm Beach Counties...

In the past 16 years, Nova has returned $108 million to this area in the form of capital improvements, goods and services...

Nova University is, in every sense, an important resource for the business and industrial community.

Dr. Abraham Fischler
President, Nova University
People

Center for Undergraduate Studies

The Center draws upon the extensive human and technological resources of the New York Institute of Technology (NYIT), center instruction within the Nova-NYIT Federation. It offers a wide variety of credit and non-credit courses, workshops, and institutes, as well as programs of study leading to certificates and the Bachelor of Science degree. The Center offers principally evening and weekend courses at the Nova University main campus in Davie, as well as in Coral Springs and at locations in Dade and Palm Beach counties.

Bachelor of Science Degree in Technological Management

A New Career Option for Associate in Science Graduates

Holden's of the technologically oriented Community College A.S. degree or the A.A.S. degree who generally have had to meet additional general requirements when seeking a higher degree are now able to transfer to semester hours credit toward the Bachelor of Science degree in Technological Management at Nova. This new degree is designed for people working in a technical field or allied health field who are advancing into supervisory and management positions. Sixty-six hours of credit primarily in business and behavioral science will be required. Instruction will be offered in alternative formats, including independent study, on-the-job education and intensive workshops. Students will be able to demonstrate competence in a number of areas, including business and management, communications, and human relations. Schedules and locations will be determined on the basis of the working technician.

The accelerated, career-based 66 credit hour curriculum consists of four 15 credit subject modules, plus a 6 credit unit on General Issues. Each module meets one evening a week and 5 Saturdays during a 24-week term. Therefore, the degree program can be completed in 24 months while maintaining a full-time job.

Corporate Programs

Nova College offers a series of degrees and certificate programs under the title Corporate program. These programs have been developed in cooperation with industry and professional associations. They are designed so that working people can attain professional credentials while retaining their jobs in industry. "Second Bachelor programs" have been developed in cooperation with industry in direct intermediate and advanced areas. Workshops are being offered in high-level technical areas to provide continuing training to industrial professionals. The Degree programs which have been developed to date are:

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN HUMAN RELATIONS

The following Certificate programs have also been developed:

CERTIFICATE IN BASIC ELECTRONICS
CERTIFICATE IN ADVANCED ELECTRONICS
CERTIFICATE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Each course meets for 4.5 hours for nine sessions either in the evenings or on weekends. Workshops will be offered in a different format. Special courses may be requested by industry or by groups of individuals.

Business

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE

The bachelor of science degree through the Business Division is offered with the following major concentrations:

ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

In addition, specialized certificates which may be used to fulfill electives or be taken apart from the degree program altogether, are available in the following areas:

COMPUTER SCIENCE
FINANCE
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
MARKETING

Students majoring in business management must complete at least one of the above specialties as part of their degree requirements.

There are also several certificate options available through the Human Sciences division.

Undergraduate

Programs

Corporate Programs

Under company tuition reimbursement programs, more than 100 enrolled students employed by such companies as Motorola, IBM, Burroughs, MODCOMP, Harris, Westinghouse, Bendix, Systems Engineering Laboratories, Florida Power & Light, American Express, Semicon, Eastern Bell, Sunair, OKI, Visual Graphics, Novation, ET, and Coridia are learning new skills or enhancing existing skills.

Both employers and students have expressed great enthusiasm for the program. The Corporate Division offers Saturday evening courses enabling the students to complete their undergraduate degree in a technical area while holding a full-time position. Companies such as Motorola, MODCOMP, and Burroughs are cooperating with the program by making available classroom settings at their own sites.

Registration for the next cycle is open now. Courses will begin the week of October 20, 1980. The upcoming cycle courses include: Database Management, Digital Design, COBOL, Computer Programming, Networking, Electronics, Industrial Planning.

Call the Corporate Division office at (305) 475-7660 for further information.

Career Development

Dr. Anna Mae Walsh Burke is the Director of Nova College's Corporate Program which offers both certificate and degree programs in a wide variety of technical fields. Many major computer and electronics firms in Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach counties are now sending their employees to Electrical Engineering, Electronics Technology, and Computer Science programs offered by the Corporate Division.

Dr. Anna Burke

Dr. Philip Defunk heads Nova College's Career Development Division whose programs are designed to help working people get the additional education and training they need to advance in their profession or open up new career options.

The Career Development Division offers the bachelor of science degree in Marketing, Human Resource Management, and Computer Science to serve the needs of South Florida's rapidly growing business and industrial communities.

Classes are held in the evenings and on weekends at Nova's main campus, in Coral Springs campus at 3501 University Drive, and in several other locations in Broward County.

The Business Management major includes courses in Accounting, Economics, Human Resource Management, Organizational Behavior, and Marketing. This degree prepares students for graduate school and for professional careers in Management, Personnel, Public Relations, and Advertising.

For further information, call 475-7340 (Broward); 941-7940 or 944-1219 (Dade); or 732-6060 (Palm Beach).

Technology Management

Deborah Robin

Nova's Bachelor of Science degree in Technological Management, admissions through the Lifelong Learning Institute, is less than a year old, but already so successful that plans call for its expansion throughout the state during this coming year.

The BTM, Directed by Dr. Deborah Robin, offers working people in technical fields who hold A.S. degrees an opportunity to earn a bachelor of science degree without having to give up either their present jobs or any of their previously earned college credits. Classes are held one evening a week and from one to two Saturdays a month. The curriculum includes: Principles of Management, Organizational Behavior, Human Relations, Business Communication, Financial Accounting, Marketing, Computer Fundamentals, Economics, Group Dynamics, Supervision, and a project with practical application to the student's field.

There are now four clusters operating on-campus and a fifth will be starting this fall. In addition, there are two clusters operating in Panama, and clusters will also shorten being in Dade and Palm Beach Counties.

This program has been so well received by industry that many companies reimburse tuition, receive their employees' tuition fees. The demand for clusters has been so high in fact, that BTM is planning to open additional clusters starting this year.

Marion Wolfson, Program Coordinator, is presently interviewing potential cluster coordinators - educators to recruit students, recommend faculty, and then administer a local cluster. For further information, call Ms. Wolfson at 305/474-7330.
SERVICE TO BUSINESS

Masters Programs

Master of Business Administration: The program for the MBA in general management consists of 36 graduate credits with a Thesis or Experience Option. It is a model program of study designed and operated for the mature person with business experience and thus, redundancy of learning associated with standard graduate programs is minimized. Courses cover essential behavioral and quantitative areas needed for making sound decisions. The MBA Program stresses an innovative learning process.

MBA with Marketing Specialty
MBA or HRM with Health Management Specialty
MBA with Accounting Specialty
MBA with Human Resource Management Specialty
MBA with Energy Technology Management Specialty

Corporate Masters Program: The Corporate Masters Program (CMP) delivers an advanced and fully integrated graduate management program on the premises of the corporate client. Nova University enters an agreement with the client by dealing directly with the head of training and development, completing a needs assessment of the management training requirements for the corporation. Nova then delivers the same program developed for both the Master of Business Administration and the Master of Science in Human Resource Management. Some modification of design occurs as we tailor the selection of electives for each program to the firms we serve. The corporation does not lose the services of its employees while they are studying for their advanced management degree. There is another significant difference in the CMP in comparison to the five weekends with outstanding prominent academic lecturer, students in the CMP meet an additional five to ten sessions with a peer professor chosen from upper-level management of the corporate client. The interim sessions are for applied purposes. In other words, the problem-solving techniques and concepts taught in our graduate courses are immediately applied through cases, problems and practices in the corporate client's industry. Thus, the corporation immediately begins to derive benefits from our on-site graduate program from the first day of CMP's origin.

Notice: A special brochure describing the CMP in more detail is available from the CMP office.

MS/Human Resource Management: Nova University has another program for career minded individuals in management. The learning design, a blend of traditional and behavioral management concepts, includes new ideas developed to meet the needs of Organizational Development (OD).

The program covers theory and skills required to bring about change in today's complex, dynamic environment. Whether it involves organization restructuring or implementing a more effective communication system, solving intergroup conflicts, complying with affirmative action requirements, or training personnel to avoid obsolescence—the problems all deal with maximizing human resources.

Master of Science in Computer Sciences

With Broward County rapidly becoming one of the nation's centers for the computer industry, it is especially important and significant that Nova University is helping to prepare trained, qualified people to fill positions in this burgeoning field through its Masters of Science degree program in Computer Science.

The courses are given on weekday evenings from 7 to 10 p.m. For the convenience of working professionals already in the computer field or planning to enter it, the program is designed to be completed in two years. The courses include: Computer Systems, Programming Languages, Compiler Implementation, Operating Systems Theory and Design, Microprogramming and Microprocessors, and Software Engineering.

Students For MBA/HRM Programs

Have Come From The Following Companies and Agencies

American Express
Amtrak
ARC Corporation
Bendix Corporation
Biering International
Burger King Div. of Pillsbury
Burlington
Coca-Cola
Control Data
Corso Data
Delta Airlines
Delphi Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Eastern Airlines
Etablaim Kudell
Exxon Corporation
Federal Employes Insurance
Federal Governmental
Federal House
Federal Department Store
Florida Power & Light
General Electric
General Motors
Georgetown
Globe Corporation
Gulfstream Aerospace
Hammonton
Hart International
Hewlett-Packard
IBM
IBM Corporation
Inland National Service
J. J. New

I can certainly add to the value of the Graduate Management Program, since we presently have the Corporate MBA running at Motorola and I am facilitating in their Doctorate in Business Administration. On the job, since the start of the DBA (12 years), I have received three promotions and four salary increases.

Carl Cooper
Motorola, Inc.

Doctorate in Business Administration

The Doctorate in Business Administration curriculum prepares people for careers in university teaching, research, or high-level management positions. The curriculum is equally appropriate for private or public sector organizations and their managers. The program helps the student develop the most advanced techniques of decision making and to attain the necessary research skills that accompany high level responsibility. DBA participants are trained in the philosophy that management is a professional discipline. As such, all students must have exposure to and mastery of the foundation knowledge areas. The DBA program curriculum consists of nine modules which cover the spectrum of general knowledge in both quantitative and behavioral areas of management. The selection of material content in these nine modules corresponds with important fields stressed by the fourteen professional divisions and special interest groups of the Academy of Management. Thus, the Nova philosophy for training DBA is unique from other terminal degree programs, as the school expects that all students will have the broad foundations of management and will not specialize in any area of concentration to the exclusion of general business administration knowledge. The major is general management. DBA participants are involved in self-discovery, growth, and mental enrichment as part of the process of completing the requirements for the DBA degree. Since the program is a bold departure from traditional programs, it is expected that only students with intellectual courage and a genuine regard for learning will be attracted to this rigorous program. DBA students are encouraged to devote their energy and motivation along those channels which will lead to their greatest growth as managers and their maximum use of skills. For example, the students will do additional applied or theoretical research in areas of specialized interest as long as the problem is of sufficient scholarly quality and meets the criteria of having pragmatic application in business. Regardless of intellectual pursuit or activity, all DBA students will have the necessary basic skills and tools for operating in either an applied or theoretical organizational setting at the completion of the program.

C O F C Sponsors

Credit Seminar

The David Cox Geiger City Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring a credit management seminar for small businesses at Nova University on September 11 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The program is for new businesses or established businesses having trouble with credit accounts. The program will explain ways to establish credit, collect debts, use collection agencies and expand your lines of credit.
The Institute of Coastal Studies is an academic and research unit of Nova University. It operates within the university's Science Center. Multidisciplinary studies focus on contemporary problems and conflicts arising from increased use of coastal areas and deal specifically with coastal issues. Nova's faculty members are knowledgeable about their fields because they relate to use, management, and policy affecting coastal and marine settings. The courses are designed for graduate and undergraduate students and are offered during summer terms. Nova's newest program is designed for people interested in environmental management and in coastal issues. The program is approved by the Florida Board of Regents. Nova University is a private educational institution located in Davie, Florida. The program is offered through the university's School of Business and Public Administration. Nova offers a wide variety of courses in environmental management and coastal studies, including courses on coastal zone management, coastal engineering, and coastal resource management. Nova's programs are designed to prepare students for careers in coastal management and related fields.
Student Organizations Make Life Lively at Law School

by Kevin D'Espie and Karen Zann

The following organizations endeavor to make life at Nova Law Center a little more interesting.

NOVA LAW JOURNAL:
By far the most prestigious student organization at Nova Law Center is the Nova Law Journal, dedicated to enlightening its readers on legal issues of current significance. Innovative and provocative articles in the journal have appeared in reprint in national law review publications, the most recent being the National Law Review.

HONOR COURT:
Nova's first female chief judge presides over this student-operated tribunal. She is Leslie W. Layton, who left the Miami Dade Bar Association and Beta Kappa graduate of the University of Florida.

LAWurence sets four with other justices (the entire court is chosen by second and third-year students) to rule on whether the high ethical standards are being upheld. Those not attending law school have been observed. The court circulates its decisions on bulletin boards around the campus.

MOOT COURT:
Young and energetic, the Nova Moot Court Society has already shown itself to be a force to be reckoned with. Consisting of some of the finest students in the nation, the society placed well in this year's National Appellate Advocacy Competition thanks to team members Brandi Berenson, Peter Hernander, Michael Bernstein and Patricia Matin. Other national competitions entered this year include the Grover Memorial Moot Court Constitutional Law Competition and the National Moot Court Competition. The society, headed by Greg Ross, a cum laude graduate of Brooklyn College, is also responsible for organizing the annual intramural moot court competitions.

PERSPECTIVE:
Published quarterly, the Perspective, Nova's campus newspaper, features both in-depth articles on current legal themes of primarily regional interest and school-related stories. With the help of its staff of 15 students, led by Kayye Kurtenbach, and Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the University of California, the paper reaches nearly 5,000 students, faculty, and staff members throughout the country. Each paper covers a particular "hot" issue in the law, such as one issue focusing on trends in the Florida Bar

PHI DELTA PHI:
Headed by Gary Steinberg, this international legal fraternity sponsors social gatherings, networking opportunities and stimulating discussion forums at the Nova Law Center.

WOMEN IN LAW:
This fast-growing organization began in 1975 as an informal coalition and now boasts a membership of over 25 students. The society promotes the interests of women in legal education through various programs such as awareness training and speaker roundtables.

BLACK AMERICAN LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
Co-directed by Annetta J. Baldwin, BALSA directs the attention and awareness of the Nova Law student body to the many achievements of blacks and new opportunities available to the black population in the law.

STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION:
The official organization for the student body consists of 12 members, four representatives from each class. The recipient of the coveted 1978 award for Best Student Bar Association among law schools of less than 1,000 students, the NBA has sponsored or implemented a number of outstanding events this year. Among them are: the Kenneth Garty mug (co-sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta); establishment of a campus bookstore; coordination of the Vita Law tax program; publication of the student edition of the annual Law Week; and development of the yearly faculty roast. Chris Edwards is the president.

PUBLIC INTEREST LAW SOCIETY:
Formed this year, the Public Interest Law Society has already implemented a number of programs to elicit and strengthen community involvement with the law school. First on the list was the sponsorship of an ABA-Florida Legal Services seminar on "Public Interest Law for Love and Money," featuring a keynote speaker Florida Supreme Court Justice Arthur England. Students interested in the society, headed by president-elect Marc Gold, may work on any of the projects currently on the drawing board.

SPANISH AMERICAN LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
During the 1980 spring semester, the Spanish American Law Students Association was created at Nova Law Center.

This organization joins together students from different countries of origin, who share the same Hispanic roots. The organization's main purpose is to unite all Spanish-American students working toward each other's interest not only to the Spanish-American student body, but to the student body as a whole.

PHI ALPHA DELTA:
Active throughout the world, Phi Alpha Delta has a growing, enthusiastic chapter at Nova. With over 500 members thus far, the society is involved in helping the association set up a special program which will offer in-depth instruction for any attorneys, judges and legal professionals.

ASSOCIATION OF TRIAL LAWYERS OF AMERICA:
Organized in December, 1978, the Nova Law Center Chapter of the ATLA, the Association of Trial Lawyers of America, is under the direction of Dorothy F. Mason. A former student of New York City, Dorothy came to Florida and received her B.A. in finance from Florida Atlantic University. She is currently involved in establishing the association up a special program which will offer in-depth courses in litigation skills to local practitioners.

ASSOCIATION OF LIFE INSURANCE COUNSEL:
An assignment to "Enliven a Bulletin Board" quickly transformed the walls of Parker 212 into colorful eye-catchers. Students brought in folding tables and shopping bags filled with construction paper, paint, glue, popsicle sticks, mirrors, rocks, seeds, old newspapers, planes, snow, books, jars and bottles to create a "learning center" stations. Each was responsible for presenting at least one activity, most of which are original. Students had the opportunity to view graphic charts, construction, creative drawing, mathematics, science, social studies, language arts and other skills. As class members moved around between the stations, teachers and learners discovered new interest areas.

The College Poetry Review is now accepting subscriptions written by college students for possible inclusion in their annual book. Closing date is Nov. 5. Poems from our last competition, and must have the name and address of the writer, the English instructor (if applicable), and the college (Nova University). Send to Office of the Press, National Poetry Press, Box 218, Auburn, CA 95601.

Creative Court Wins Raves for Teacher, By Teachers

"Creativity Comes Alive..."

by Carol Herman

"A marvelous experience," says Gerri Bernstein.

"The highlight of my vacation..." says Janis Robert, of Lambton, Oklahoma.

"great..." says Sandi Pierce.

"I got more ideas for my class in two weeks than I would possibly use in a year..." says Bonnie Hall.

These teachers were among the 37 students on a "bohemian's holiday" this summer, taking a course called "Creativity in the Classroom" through the Center for the Advancement of Education. The class, taught by Dr. Georgann Lowen with assistance from Vera Flight, vividly demonstrated that John Dewey's philosophy is alive and well and happening at Nova according to several enthusiastic participants.

An assignment to "Enliven a Bulletin Board" quickly transformed the walls of Parker 212 into colorful eye-catchers. Students brought in folding tables and shopping bags filled with construction paper, paint, glue, popsicle sticks, mirrors, rocks, seeds, old newspapers, planes, snow, books, jars and bottles to create a "learning center" stations. Each was responsible for presenting at least one activity, most of which are original. Students had the opportunity to view graphic charts, construction, creative drawing, mathematics, science, social studies, language arts and other skills. As class members moved around between the stations, teachers and learners discovered new interest areas.

Bob Kelley and Melanie May, which appeared in the Fall, 1979 issue of "Perspective," was also last year's Editor of "Perspective."

Law Student Newspaper Wins Two National Awards

"Nova Law Center's student newspaper, "Perspective," has won two awards in a national competition, open to law school newspapers throughout the country, sponsored by the Law Student Division of the American Bar Association." "Perspective" won one honorable mention in the category, "Entire Newspaper; Replying Over the Year."

"A very high honor was won in the category of "Feature Article on Law In the Community," for an article titled "The Governor's Grab For a Treasure-Hunter's Gold" by Kayye Kurtenbach.

The Nova University Film Society has an extraordinary array of film classes in tap for the coming season. The films will be shown in the Madison Auditorium on the main campus on Friday evenings at 7:30 and on Sunday afternoons at 2:30. They will also be shown at NovaCoral Springs on Thursday evenings at 7:30.

For information on tickets, call Belle Lavrentiev at 675-7676.

The following is a line of film for the 1980 season. The first date is Thursday and the film run to the Cheating at Coral Springs. The second and third dates have been left open to showings on the main campus.

October 30, 31, and November 2 - "Dita Flor And Her Two Husband" (Brazil, 1977) (Brian Barrette, Director).

November 6, 7, and 9 - "Deceit" (Germany, 1977) Rainer W. Fassbinder, Director.

November 13, 14, and 16 - "Man On The Road" (Sweden, 1979) Bo-Wikerberg, Director.

November 27, 28, and 30 - "The Innocent" (Italy, 1979) Luciano Visconti, Director.

December 4, 5, and 7 - "Sherlock, Jr. and One Way Ticket" (U.S.A., 1929) Robert Kraton, Director.

December 11, 12, and 14 - "Odd Observations" (France, 1980) Ken Ichikawa, Director.

January 6, 9, and 11 - "La Grande Bouffe" (Italy, 1977) Massimo Bodino, Director.

January 13, 16, and 18 - "Piane At Hangeng Rock" (Australia, 1979) Peter Weir, Director.

January 22, 23, and 25 - "Nestorina" (Germany, 1979) Werner Herzog, Director.

January 29, 30, and February 1 - "The Marriage Of Mariu Braun" (Germany, 1978) Rainer W. Fassbinder, Director.

February 5, 6, and 8 - "Boris Urella" (Japan, 1975) Akira Kurosawa, Director.

February 12, 13, and 15 - "Le Bonheur" (France, 1979) Agnes Varda, Director.

February 19, 20, and 22 - "Peppermint Soda" (France, 1978) Dane Kurys, Director.

February 26, 27, and March 1 - "The Lacemaker" (Switzerland, 1977) Claude Germain, Director.

March 5, 6, and 8 - "La Cage Aux Folles" (France, 1979) Edward Mola, Director.

March 12, 13, and 15 - "Agretate, Wrath Of God" (Germany, 1975) Werner Herzog, Director.

March 19, 20, and 22 - "A Simple Story" (France, 1979) Claude Sautet, Director.

March 26, 27, and 29 - "Seance On A Wet Afternoon" (U.S.A., 1964) Brian Forbes, Director.

April 2, 3, and 5 - "The Tree Of Witches" (Australia, 1978) Ernanno Olmi, Director.

April 9, 10, and 12 - "Orchestra Rehearsal" (Italy, 1979) Federico Fellini, Director.

National Teacher Exam

Students completing teacher preparation programs and advanced degree candidates in specific fields may take the National Teacher Examinations on November 6, 1980. The deadline for registration is June 20, 1981, at test centers throughout the United States.

Attention: Poets

The College Poetry Review is now accepting manuscripts written by college students for possible inclusion in their annual book. Closing date is Nov. 5. Poems from our last competition, and must have the name and address of the writer, the English instructor (if applicable), and the college (Nova University). Send to Office of the Press, National Poetry Press, Box 218, Auburn, CA 95601.
University School Welcomes New Faculty Members

The Upper Division and the Upper School of the University are delighted to welcome several new faculty members whose ideas and experience will surely enhance the School’s commitment to innovative quality education.

The new faculty member are:

* Redenia Bowman, BA, Weber State College, from Granada, New York - Math
* Steven Lee Lear, BA, Eastern Michigan University, from Grass Lake, Michigan - Math
* Charlene Beaman, BA, Cofey College, MAT, Harvard - from Malden, Mass. - Math
* Ruth Quinzel, BS, University of Vermont, MA, Fairfield University, from New York, New York - English
* Deborah Royall, BA, Bowling Green, Ohio - English
* Charles St. Clair, from Cleveland, Ohio, Founder of the Press - Science

The new faculty member are:

* Farve, BA, Eastern Florida, in American Politics.
* Joseph University; Doctoral studies, in the Midwest.
* The new faculty member are:

  - Robert Heppler, from Nova, was one of the featured speakers at a recent seminar on "New Developments in Accounting and the Bankruptcy Code as They Affect the Student.
  - Margaret Linn of the firm of Fred and Swen.

**In Memorial**

The graduate and undergraduate criminal justice programs of Nova University, with deepest sorrow we note the death of one of its most distinguished alumni, Peter N. Corso, Chief of Police, Miami Beach, Florida.

Chief Corso earned his Bachelor of Science and his Master of Science degrees in Criminal Justice at Nova University, and was a life-long friend and avid supporter of its criminal justice programs. On May 23, 1985, it was reported that a member of the undergraduate Criminal Justice faculty, and only recently completed teaching an advanced course titled: "Professional Issues in Criminal Justice," drawing frequent praise from his students for the perspective, erudition, and verbal excellence that characterized his class.

A highly dedicated, vigorously active, and able professional, he brought to law enforcement the highest qualities of intellect, industry, integrity, and the pure personal warmth of a man who cared. He was a credit to Nova University, the police profession, and the South Florida Community. He will be sorely missed.

**Attention: Authors**

Members of the Nova community (faculty, staff, students, and their families) are encouraged to submit published works, (books, articles, stories, poems, presentations, dissertations, etc.) for review. To bring these works to the attention of the Nova News Office, for inclusion in a Special "Nova Authors" Section of the Nova News which will appear in the Fall.

* Please send the following information:
  - Your name, address and phone number
  - A reprint of (or copyright) copy of the piece(s) to be published, or a substitute
  - Copy of any published reviews

Send this information to Nova News, Nova University, College Ave., Fort Lauderdale, The FL 33314.

**LEE BAIGELMAN, D.D.S., M.S.C.D.**

*Is Pleased To Announce*

**THE LOCATION of His Practice**

**LIMITED TO DENTISTRY FOR CHILDREN and ADOLESCENTS**

**KINGSTON PLAZA**

8251 WEST BROUWARD BOULEVARD

SUITE 301

PLANTATION, FLORIDA 33324

(305) 472-1722

Weekdays, evenings & Saturday